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WATER LEVELS IN CAPE TOWN 😊
It is with great joy that the Western Cape welcome the raise of the dam
levels in and around Cape Town. With levels peaking at more than 70% every person is smiling. The agricultural industry will greatly benefit from
this rain-season.
Dam levels as of 18 September: Berg River (98.5%); Steenbras Lower
(87.8%); Steenbras Upper (95.1%); Theewaterskloof (53%); Voëlvlei
(83.8%); Wemmershoek (90.8%).
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EDITORIAL

To ensure excellence within the ethical and environmental trade industry we need
to effectively monitor and evaluate processes. Engagement between all the
relevant parties is needed to successfully safeguard a future of growth and
prosperity. Alongside the standards, the various approved Audit Bodies attempt to improve the level of ethical
and social responsibility on farms in South Africa. Enforcing suppliers to take responsibility is one thing, however
the moral obligation lies with each and every supplier. The ideal is to allow legal requirements and social
standards to become the norm and not be the dreaded unpleasant experience many of us currently try to avoid.
Audit Entities must work within the confinements of the law and standards of the Audit Process and Methodology
they register with during an audit. These responsibilities cannot be bended and changed to fit the individual
needs of an agricultural site. The same rhetoric is needed when discussing whether an auditor can consult
before or after doing a social audit. Ethically, one cannot allow for the same entity to be both referee and player
at the same time. Objectivity and integrity will be lost.
SIZA & WIETA stand to ensure that South African supliers evolve in their ethical and social capacity as world
leaders in the fruit industry. The impact of collaboration between all the parties involved will allow for a mindful,
positive and moral industry topped off with constructive growth.
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WORKING HOURS & OVERTIME
What constitutes as overtime – the agreed-upon hours per day or per week?
Overtime is calculated on the hours worked that exceeds the agreed-upon daily or weekly limit. This
means that if a worker works less than the agreed upon weekly hours (for example 45 hours) but works
9 hours instead of the agreed upon 8 hours on a specific day within that week – overtime should be
paid to that worker for that hour. In example; Adam* is contracted to work 9 hours per day, 5 days a
week (45hs p/w), and on Monday he worked 10 hours. He will need to be compensated for that one
hour meaning X 1½, even if he does not work the rest of that week, for what ever the reason might be.
Workers do not need to “fill-up” their weekly hours before overtime is paid.
If a contract specifies 45 hours over a 5 day period, can this contract also determine that if a worker
did not complete their full 45 hours for the week (for what ever reason) they be expected to work the
remainder of those hours on a Saturday without the overtime premium?
The simple answer is no. Contracts cannot determine one works either a 5-day or a 6-day week. It
should be one or the other; each inclusive of its own conditions with regards to maximum hours and
overtime. If the worker did not complete his 45 hour work-week and works on a Saturday, he will have
to be compensated for that overtime.
Should overtime be paid when extended hours (clause 12) as per agreement are exceeded?
Clause 12 allows for farmworkers to, as per agreement, work an additional 5 hours extra per week
(max 50hs) as normal hours in the Summer (max of 4 consecutive months) ONLY if the farmworker is
allowed to work 5 hours less (max 40hs) during the Winter months. There should be an average of 45
hours per week for the year. On condition: the workers should throughout the year be paid the same
wage-rate per day/ week. This agreement must be agreed upon annually and documented.
Overtime should thus be paid the 1st hour that exceeds the agreed upon daily maximum for the
determined time. For example, a worker works 8 hours in the Winter and 10 hours in the Summer. That
worker will be paid for overtime whenever his work exceeds 8 hours in the Winter and 10 hours in the
Summer. Should any worker work extended hours and resign or be dismissed without having worked
reduced hours, the worker must be paid overtime for the extended hours worked for the particular
period.
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CONSULTANTS VS AUDITORS
When an audit is scheduled, the Audit entity will assign an
auditor(s) to the supplier/site. This auditor will not be allowed to
act as a consultant/assessor to the supplier before, during or
after the audit.
The roles and responsibilities of an auditor vs a consultant are
as follows:

SIZA and WIETA exist
in order to eliminate
any conflict of interest
by ensuring an
ethical, honest and
transparent process.

Auditor: The auditor will audit the site in accordance with the SIZA
and/ or WIETA standard as set out in the APM. Any and all findings
should be noted and documented on the SIZA platform. Once an
audit has started, the auditor should finish the specific audit and
follow through with the process. It is important to finish an audit
despite the number of critical and major findings on a farm, as
SIZA and WIETA are both an improvement process and not a pass
or fail exercise. Suppliers have the option to decide not to share
the audit data with his/her market.
The only time an audit can be stopped/cancelled after it has
already started, is when the supplier demands that the audit be
stopped; when the auditor’s welfare is in danger or when the
supplier disclose false information to the Audit entity which
influence the scheduling of the audit or the physical
implementation of the auditors’ duties.
Consultants: Consultants may confer with the supplier regarding
the audit. The consultant may also advise and guide the supplier
before and after the audit. When all the findings have been
reported and documented on the SIZA and/or WIETA platform,
the consultant can assist the supplier in understanding and
interpreting the findings. Suppliers should employ consultants at
their own cost and not as part of an audit.
The consulting process is therefore an external process between
the supplier and the consulting firm/consultant. Neither the
auditor nor the auditing entity can take on the role of both
consultant and auditor for the same audit-process or on the same
farm. The role of the auditor and consultant should be clearly
defined prior to an audit.
Audit Entities: If an Audit entity decide to act as an assessor /
consultancy service, this must be managed separately from the
audit department and the auditors who act on behalf of SIZA and/
or WIETA.
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SIZA/ WIETA COMBINED AUDITS
IMPORTANT: APSCA – all
auditors need to
remember to indicate
their APSCA registered
number next to their
name on the audit report
when completing a SIZA
audit. WIETA will amend
their reports to include
this in the report from
January 2019. All
auditors (both standards)
must implement this as
soon as possible, but by
latest end January 2019.
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As of September 2018 several additional SIZA
auditors will be allowed to conduct combined SIZA/
WIETA audits. Each audit entity has allocated auditors
who attended the WIETA training and was approved
thereafter. The following auditors can now conduct
SIZA/WIETA combined audits: Elize Van der
Westhuizen (once approved), Sanmari Hennop,
Theani Langner, Heinrich Langner, Simone Moller
(once approved) and Tracy Botha. Well done to each
of these auditors! If any other auditors would like to
become accepted to do combined audits, please
contact WIETA. (info@wieta.org)
Scheduling an audit:
Please note that all combined audits need to be
scheduled online via the SIZA and WIETA platform.
This process can only be done once the supplier’s
SAQ was approved for that year. The audit should
then be scheduled with the appropriate auditor
(APSCA registered and approved by WIETA to do
combined audits in such cases). Once an audit is
approved, the corrections should be submitted on
both the SIZA/WIETA platforms. Each correction
should be reviewed on the online platforms by the
auditors before it can be accepted.
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“Knowledge is knowing that tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is
knowing not to put it in a fruit salad..”

STRONGER TOGETHER WORKSHOPS
Stronger Together in partnership with WIETA and SIZA,
launched a global supply chain project to promote
responsible employment in the wine and fruit growing
industries in South Africa. The UK Modern Slavery Act of
2015 requires that large UK based businesses take steps
in addressing and reducing the risk of modern slavery
within their global supply chains. It is therefore becoming
increasingly important for South African producers to
ensure that their labour management practices are fair
and to reduce risk to their businesses. This will not only
help secure market access and protect the livelihood of
these sectors, but will also create a healthier work
environment where exploitative labour practices are
discouraged and workers are protected.

Workshop dates available to book now:
•

5 October 2018 - Namaqua
Cellars, Vredendal, (WC) (WINE)

•

5 October 2018 - Paarl, Western
Cape (FRUIT)

•

16 October 2018 - Rawsonville,
Western Cape (WINE)
Contact Caroline Poole at
infoza@stronger2gether.org or call her at
021 880 0580.

We would like to urge you to embrace this opportunity for
training free of charge and to learn as much as you can so
that you will have a clear understanding of what exactly
forced and bonded labour entail. SIZA expanded their
audit checklist to ensure that all the requirements are
covered and the WIETA standard fully covered the
indicators set out in the ILO definition. In future SIZA and
WIETA auditors will look more comprehensively at these
forced and bonded labour indicators during an audit.
For WIETA specific audit queries please contact Elzaan Windvogel at elzaan@wieta.org.za or alternatively
contact the WIETA office at 021 880 0580.
For SIZA specific audit queries please contact Werner van Dyk at werner@siza.co.za or alternatively contact
the SIZA office at 021 852 8154.
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